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Mangala originates at Mangala Fossa, part of the Memnonia Fossae graben system. 

Until recently, it was widely accepted that the flow features observed in Mangala 

Valles are the result of one or more catastrophic flooding events, likely by igneous 

disturbance of massive aquifer sources. However, Leverington [5,6] introduced the 

idea that the system could have been carved by thermomechanical erosion by 

voluminous lava flows, or a hybrid hypothesis where the valley was initially carved 

by aqueous processes and later modified by volcanic erosion and deposition. To 

investigate this hypothesis, we are mapping geomorphic units using primarily MRO 

Context Camera (CTX) images. JMars [14] is used as the mapping tool and the 

primary source of geographic information. 
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Abstract: Mangala Valles is a 900 km-long outflow system extending from the Martian southern highlands toward the northern lowlands just west of the Tharsis bulge. Here we suggest that 

Mangala was formed by fluvial incision followed by large-scale volcanic activity. To investigate this hypothesis, we are mapping geomorphic units using primarily MRO Context Camera 

(CTX) images, but also data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) and the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) instrument. Overlays of age maps from Basilevsy et al. 

(2008) and dates that we have calculated by crater counts reveal that several of the units we have thus far interpreted as lava flows are relatively young (~1 Ga), and that there are also much 

older units (~3.5 Ga) that were cut by the channels. This is consistent with one or more aqueous outburst events early in Mangala’s history followed much later by a phase of extensive plains 

volcanism, which partially or completely filled its channels. Previous interpretations of relatively young fluvial activity may instead be explained by relatively young lava flows. 

Figure 1. A contact between what we’ve identified as a younger lava flow 

with a smooth, plains-like appearance and a lobate flow front embaying 

an older channel showing prominent flow features, Center coordinates 

210°E, 13.5°S, CTX image P19_008474_1688_XN_11S150W. 
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Figure 3. Our preliminary map of the southern portion of Mangala Valles, with center coordinates (211°E, 

13.5°S) over a THEMIS Day IR mosaic base map. 

Figure 2. An older crater embayed in what we 

interpret as younger lava, a streamlined island 

showing a NNW flow direction. This feature has 

been previously interpreted as fluvial. Center 

coordinates 211.7085°E, 14.3645°S, CTX image 

P15_006760_1658_XN_14S148W. 
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Lava flows tend to form smooth plains with lobate boundaries (see above), and 

often contain features suggestive of lava inflation. Where previous authors have 

interpreted plains units in Mangala Valles to be fluvial, we have used higher-

resolution CTX data to identify many of them as lava flows. Fluvial units tend to 

reveal sharper morphologies suggestive of flow direction, with deeper channels and 

occasionally evidence of meandering streams. 

 

 

It is common to see evidence of 

crater embayment in units we 

interpret as volcanic (see figure 2, 

right). Such features could be the 

result of flows which are not thick 

enough to breach the crater rim if 

that rim sits significantly higher than 

the surrounding plain. 

 

Figure 4. From Unit 4, fresh craters have sharp 

rims and higher relief, while covered craters are 

indistinct and have low relief. Center 

coordinates 211.1504°E, 15.7112°S, CTX image 

P08_003991_1636_XN_16S148W . 

Age estimates for our mapped units are accomplished by use of previous work 

(namely that of Basilevsky et al. (2009)) and by performing crater counts of our 

own in regions of interests or where ages are unclear. Lava-covered units often 

show evidence of old crater covering (see figure 4, below), which could occur 

when the flow is thick enough to breach the height of the crater rim, but thin 

enough to maintain the underlying crater topography. This results in two 

distinctive age trends on the corresponding crater-size frequency plot (see figure 

5). 

Figure 5. Above is the cumulative 

crater-size frequency plot for Unit 4, 

morphologically interpreted as 

volcanic, which shows two trends of 

ages. This is most likely the result of a 

younger unit overlaying an older unit 

whose crater topography was not 

completely erased. In this case, while 

it is clear that the underlying is much 

older, it is difficult to accurately date 

the pre-existing surface. 

Future Work 

In order to perform a full analysis, current units will be examined more closely 

so that more age/facies correlations can be made and the units clearly 

interpreted. More localized crater counts may be performed until every unit of 

interest is dated, which additionally will aid unit correlation. Once completed, 

rough cross sections in key areas could be created to aid in the overall 

interpretation of what the relative unit placement reveals about the geologic 

history of Mangala Valles as a whole. 
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Figure 6. An overlay of an 

ages map from Basilevsky et 

al. (2009) (fig 30b, in black). 

Units we have interpreted as 

volcanic, such as Unit 4 and 

Unit 5, tend to be dated 

around or below 1 Ga, 

whereas units that we have 

interpreted as fluvial, such as  

the streamlined islands and 

Unit 11, tend to be dated 

above 1 Ga. 


